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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR CAMBRIDGESHIRE
AND CAMBRIDGESHIRE CONSTABULARY
Internal Audit Progress Report
Joint Audit Committee
30 January 2019
This report is solely for the use of the persons to whom it is addressed.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, RSM Risk Assurance Services LLP will accept no
responsibility or liability in respect of this report to any other party.

--RS~JI
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The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our review and are not necessarily a
comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Management actions for improvements should
be assessed by you for their full impact before they are implemented. This report, or our work, should not be taken as a substitute for
management's responsibilities for the application of sound commercial practices. We emphasise that the responsibility for a sound system of
intemal controls rests with management and our work should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses that may exist. Neither
should our work be relied upon to identify all circumstances of fraud and irregularity should there be any.
This report is solely for the use of the persons to whom it is addressed and for the purposes set out herein. This report should not therefore be
regarded as suitable to be used or relied on by any other party wishing to acquire any rights from RSM Risk Assurance Services LLP for any
purpose or in any context. Any third party which obtains access to this report or a copy and chooses to rely on it (or any part of it) will do so at its
own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, RSM Risk Assurance Services LLP will accept no responsibility or liability in respect of this report to
any other party and shall not be liable for any loss, damage or expense of whatsoever nature which is caused by any person's reliance on
representations in this report.
This report is released to you on the basis that it shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part (save as otherwise permitted by
agreed written terms), without our prior written consent.
We have no responsibility to update this report for events and circumstances occurring after the date of this report.
RSM Risk Assurance Services LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales no. OC389499 at 6th floor, 25 Farringdon
Street, London EC4A 4AB.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND REPORTS CONSIDERED AT
THIS JOINT AUDIT COMMITTEE
The internal audit plan for 2018/19 was approved by the Joint Audit Committee in April 2018. Below provides a
summary update on progress against that plan and summarises the results of our work to date. The Executive
Summary and Key Findings of the assignments below are attached to this progress report.
We have issued five Cambridgeshire only final reports and three BCH final reports since the last meeting and these
are shown in bold below in the tables. We have also issued a further two Cambridgeshire specific draft reports.

2018/19 - Cambridgeshire

only

Assignments

Status

Communication Strategy Constabulary

FINAL

Estates Management

FINAL

Opinion issued

Actions
H

M

Reasonable
assurance

0

2

Reasonable
assurance

0

agreed
L

Last time subject to
internal audit
2015/16

Reasonable assurance
4

2015/16

Reasonable assurance

Seized Property and Controlled
Drugs - Follow Up

FINAL

Reasonable
assurance

0

1

1

2017/18
No assurance

General Ledger

FINAL

Substantial
assurance

0

0

1

2015/16
Substantial

Assurance

Substantial
assurance

0

2015/16
SUbstantial

assurance

Substantial
assurance

0

2017/18
Substantial

assurance

Reasonable
assurance

0

2014/15
Substantial

assurance"

Budgetary

Control

FINAL

Payroll and Expenses

Partnership
Safety)

FINAL

Working (Community

Payments and Creditors

FINAL

1

0

0

1

5

DRAFT issued

2017118

08101/19

Reasonable assurance

DRAFT issued
awaiting management responses

nla

Governance - Delivery of Major
Projects

05/12/18,

Business Planning & Force
Management Statements

Scheduled

2017118

29/01/2019

Substantial assurance-

Risk Management

Scheduled

2017118

11/02/2019

Substantial assurance

Follow up

Scheduled
04/03/2019

1

2

Review coveredcommissioning,partnershipworking and delivery of the police and crime plan.
Reviewcovered medium term financial planning and savings assurance
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2018/19 - Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Collaborative (executive summary and action plan
attached per agreed protocol)
Assignments

Lead

Status
(Planned start date)

Opinion
issued

Actions agreed

H
Criminal Justice

Hertfordshire

FINAL

JPS 2020 - Benefits Realisation

Bedfordshire

Custody - including Health &
Safety incidents

M

L

Advisory

0

8

0

FINAL

Advisory

0

11

2

Cambridgeshire

FINAL

Reasonable

0

1

2

Dealing with BCH Audits

Bedfordshire

FINAL

Advisory

Human Resources (new
system implementation)

Cambridgeshire

FINAL

Reasonable

Serious and Organised Crime
(ERSOU)

Bedfordshire

In progress

Performance Management

Hertfordshire

In progress

Information Management
(GDPR)

Cambridgeshire

Scheduled
28/01/2019

ICT - Infrastructure Architecture

Cambridgeshire

Scheduled
28/01/19

Stores

Cambridgeshire

Added **
Scheduled
25/02/19

Procurement

Cambridgeshire

Deferred **

Training - Commissioning

Cambridgeshire

Delayed **

7 actions not
categorised

0

5

0

** See changes to the audit plan below
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2 OTHER MATTERS
2.1 Annual Opinion 2017/18
The JAC should note that the assurances given in our audit assignments are included within our Annual Assurance
report. In particular the JAC should note that any negative assurance opinions will need to be noted in the annual
report and may result in a qualified or negative annual opinion.
We have issued no final reports with a negative opinion to date in 2018/19. We have however, identified a number of
weaknesses in the advisory JPS 2020 - Benefits realisation review which will impact our opinions, but will not in
isolation quality the opinions.

2.2 Changes to the audit plan
Cambridgeshire Only
There have been no changes to the Cambridgeshire only plan for 2018/19 since the last Committee.
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire
Changes since the last Committee:
Procurement. Staff consultation has commenced on the development of a 7 Force procurement service, so
management have requested that Internal Audit defer this review.
Stores. This was planned as part of the 2019/20
for Procurement.

Internal Audit plan and has been brought forward as a replacement

Training - Commissioning.
This was planned to cover the Policing Education Qualifications Framework (PEQF).
However, we were advised the commissioning process was at very early stages to perform the review as described in
the plan. There are discussions between the CFO's of what Internal Audit could usefully contribute at this stage.

2.3 Added value work
We have issued one client briefing since the last Joint Audit Committee covering:
•

Emergency Services Quarterly briefing December 2018

Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire
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2.4 Quality Assurance and Continual Improvement
To ensure that RSM remains compliant with the PSIAS framework we have a dedicated internal Quality Assurance
Team who undertake a programme of reviews to ensure the quality of our audit assignments. This is applicable to all
Heads of Internal Audit, where a sample of their clients will be reviewed. Any findings from these reviews being used
to inform the training needs of our audit teams.
The Quality Assurance Team is made up of: Ross Wood (Manager, Quality Assurance Department) with support from
other team members across the department. All reports are reviewed by James Farmbrough as the Head of the
Quality Assurance Department.
This is in addition to any feedback we receive from our post assignment surveys, client feedback, appraisal processes
and training needs assessments.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSIFICATION OF OPINIONS
We use the following levels of opinion classification within our internal audit reports. Reflecting the level of assurance
the board can take:

+

+

+

+

Taking account of the issues identified, the organisation
cannot take assurance that the controls upon which the
organisation relies to manage this risk are suitably
designed, consistently applied or effective.
Urgent action is needed to strengthen the control
framework to manage the identified risk(s).

Taking account of the issues identified, the organisation
can take partial assurance that the controls to manage
this risk are suitably designed and consistently applied.
Action is needed to strengthen the control framework
to manage the identified risk(s).

Taking account of the issues identified, the organisation
can take reasonable assurance that the controls in
place to manage this risk are suitably designed and
consistently applied.
However, we have identified issues that need to be
addressed in order to ensure that the control framework
is effective in managing the identified risk(s).

Taking account of the issues identified, the organisation
can take substantial assurance that the controls upon
which the organisation relies to manage the identified
risk(s) are suitably designed, consistently applied and
operating effectively.
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APPENDIX B - CAMBRIDGESHIRE ONLY EXECUTIVE
SUMMARIES AND ACTION PLANS FROM FINALISED
REPORTS
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GENERAL LEDGER - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Background
We have undertaken a review of the General Ledger at as part of our annual internal audit plan for 2018/19.
The Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire (BCH) Finance Systems team has been designated with the
responsibility to oversee the forces Cedar e-Financials financial accounting system across BCH Constabularies.
The BCH Finance Systems team is headed by the BCH Finance Systems Administrator and is further comprised by
two BCH Finance Systems Assistants, who both started their new roles in May 2018.
Testing of controls included transactions from the other two partner organisations which will be reported to them
separately. The responsibility for the management and back up of Cedar e-Financials data lies with BCH ICT.
We also used IDEA, a data analytics software to examine a large number of transactions from the general ledger, the
results of which have been detailed in section 1.3.

1.2 Conclusion
Overall, we found the Constabulary to have a robust control framework in place. We identified one area of
weaknesses in relation to the retention of documentation when conducting trial balance reviews. This relates to a
previous management action agreed. As such, we have provided the following audit opinion:
Internal audit opinion:
Taking account of the issues identified, the Police and
Crime Commissioner and Constabulary can take
substantial assurance that the controls upon which the
organisation relies to manage the identified area(s) are
suitably designed, consistently applied and operating
effectively.

1.3 Key findings
We identified the following area of weakness that resulted in one low priority action being agreed with management.
Through discussions with the Head of Finance we were advised that a trial balance review is undertaken monthly
together with the Suspense Account reconciliation conducted by the Financial Accountant. However, through review of
the reconciliation for a sample of three months (July, August and September 2018) we were not able to identify the
trial balance being reviewed. There is a risk that the accounts in the general ledger will not be receiving sufficient
oversight should the trial balance not be subject to a periodic review and evidenced as such. (Low)
We found that there are robust controls in place concerning the general ledger in the following areas:
Procedural documentation and training
We confirmed that Financial Regulations had been developed and Section A2 adequately provides guidance over the
maintenance of accounting records, ensuring 'accounting information is recorded completely, accurately and on a
timely basis.' We also confirmed that procedural documents were developed and made available to staff outlining the
processes for setting up new users; the Chart of Accounts and Suspense Account reconciliations.

Police and Crime Commissioner
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We were informed and also confirmed from a recent example that new users are emailed log in instructions and either
a copy of the user guide or links to the user guides. Training is also offered to new staff but it is to the discretion of the
new starter as to whether it is taken or not. This is due to training being dependent on the complexity of their role as
most new users are 'authorisers' and just require the User guides. If new users do not have anyone to 'cascade' the
training down, one to one training can be provided by the BCH Finance Systems Administrators.
Finance staff have defined roles with user rights to e-Financials, which are assigned so they are relevant to their role.
An electronic user form is completed by staff requiring access to the finance system which is signed off by their
department's budget holder to confirm their need for access. For a total of 15 current users (five users from each
force) we confirmed that a review of user access was conducted prior to each forces migration to the new system. We
also noted, through review of a report of all current users that outlined the access granted to users and corresponding
forms, that the access given to our sample of users was appropriate to their role.
We selected a sample of five new users on the e-Financials system since April 2018 across Bedfordshire,
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Constabularies. In all instances we confirmed that a User Change Request form
had been completed; forms were authorised appropriately; and the access given from a review of the access per the
system to our sample of users was appropriate to their role. We also confirmed that user guides were available to
access on the BCH intranet for new users.
Data input
Amendments to the Chart of Accounts are undertaken electronically after a request is made via a workflow system on
Finance Process Manager. The request to change a cost centre is authorised by the Principal Management
Accountant, Senior Financial Accountant, or Head of Finance. The request to change an account code is authorised
by an authorised signatory at each of the three forces. A staff member in the BCH Finance Systems team processes
changes to the system once authorised. Through sample testing of 20 changes across Cost Centres (New), Cost
Centres (Amendments), Account Codes (New) and Account Codes (Amendments), we confirmed change requests
were correctly authorised in all cases with the process subject to a segregation of duties.
The creation and inputting of journals is restricted to seven staff members in the Cambridgeshire Constabulary finance
department. For journals to be processed, the originator will request authorisation from the Principal Management
Accountant; Senior Financial Accountant; or Head of Finance via a workflow system on e-Financials. We selected a
sample of 20 journals and confirmed that all journals had an adequate narrative; were restricted to nominated staff;
and were approved by one of three authorised signatories.
Data verification
A month end timetable is produced by the BCH Finance Systems Administrator for all three forces (BCH), which
details all the key processes for the month end closedown. For a sample of three months (June - August 2018) we
confirmed that a month end timetable had been produced and circulated to the relevant staff. We selected a sample of
three actions from the timetable across three months and confirmed that all actions in the timetable were completed in
a timely manner; and that the General Ledger was closed in line with the period end timetable.
Reconciliations
We reviewed reconciliations for the Income, Payments and Payroll bank accounts for months July, August and
September 2018 and confirmed reconciliations were: completed monthly as prescribed by a member of the Treasury
Department; and were subject to review by the Accountant in all cases.
Suspense Account reconciliations are undertaken for 21 accounts. Through review of reconciliations performed for the
months of June, July and August 2018 we confirmed for all accounts for these three months that: a Suspense Account
reconciliation sheet was evidenced as checked by the Accountant; an email consisting of the reconciliation with
supporting documentation could be observed; and reconciliations had been subject to review by the Principal Financial
Accountant.
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IDEA Data Analytics
IDEA is a data analysis software used to analyse large amounts of data through statistical tools to reveal anomalies or
trends in data sets. The results produced from the data analysis facilitate greater support to aid decision making and
supports audit conclusions. IDEA was used to test elements of the General Ledger in line with the 2018/2019
approved internal audit plan and we noted no exceptions through review of the April to October 2018 General Ledger
Transaction Report. Furthermore, we did not find any exceptions through review of an April to October 2018 Report of
Journals Posted.

1.4 Additional information to support our conclusion
The following table highlights the number and categories of management actions made. The detailed findings section
lists the specific actions agreed with management to implement.
Area

General Ledger

Control
design not
effective*

o

Non
Compliance
with controls*

(11)

(11)

Total

ow

Agreed actions
M di
e rum

H· h
Ig

1

o

o

1

0

0

L

* Shows the number of controls not adequately designed or not complied with. The number in brackets represents the total number of controls
reviewed in this area.

1.5 Progress made with previous audit findings
Date of previous audit
Number of actions agreed during previous audit
Number of actions implemented/ superseded
Actions not yet fully implemented:

Low

Medium

High

o
o
o

2

o
o
o

As part of this review the Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire has demonstrated limited progress in
implementing agreed actions made within the General Ledger 30 November 2017 audit report. Of the two 'medium'
priority agreed management actions followed up, we confirmed that one action had been implemented in full and the
remaining action was still in progress. This issue relates to the review of the trial balance where last year we noted that
reviews of the trial balance were not being undertaken. Our findings this year identified that whilst we were advised
that trial balances were being reviewed, this was not being documented appropriately. We have detailed this issue
further within the Detailed Findings in Section 2. Please note, we have re-prioritised this action to low priority.
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BUDGETARY SETTING AND CONTROL - EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
1.1 Background
An audit of Budgetary Control was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit plan for 2018/19.
The responsibility for ensuring budgets are managed at the force lies with the Principal Management Accountant and
budget holders. The Management Accounts team is further comprised of three Management Accountants and each
staff member has been allocated with the responsibility of meeting with one of the eight of the budget holders at the
force.
The Force has been using the Cedar e-Financials finance system to manage budgets since April 2017. Collaborative
Planning is another system used alongside Cedar e-Financials and is primarily used by budget holders to input their
forecasts alongside their allocated Management Accountant on a monthly basis.
The budget for the financial year 2018/19 was set at £137,100,000 and was agreed at the Business Continuation
Board (BCB) meeting and Police and Crime Panel (PCP) in January 2018.
A budget monitoring report is presented and discussed monthly at the PCC Finance Sub Group (FSG) and the Force
Executive Board (FEB).
We circulated a questionnaire to Budget Holders asking their views on several key areas of the budget setting and
monitoring process. We had responses from all eight Budget Holders and have included within Appendix C the
average of all their responses to a number of statements to which they either agreed or strongly agreed.

1.2 Conclusion
The systems of control in relation to Budgetary Control were in the main well designed and complied with. For
example, we confirmed that the budget for the financial year 2018/19 was appropriately approved and budget holders
had been in receipt of budget monitoring reports in a timely manner. we identified issues in compliance with the
appropriate processes for the approval budget virements.

Internal audit opinion:
Taking account of the issues identified, the Constabulary
and OPCC can take substantial assurance that the
controls upon which the organisation relies to manage the
identified risk(s) are suitably designed,

1.3 Key findings
We identified the following areas of weakness resulting in one medium priority action being agreed with
management:
We selected a sample of 20 virements and confirmed through testing that supporting documentation with evidence of
approval for each virement had been retained in nine cases. Furthermore, of these nine cases only one virement had
evidence of approval retained within the e-Financials system as supporting documentation. The remaining eight
virements did not have supporting documentation uploaded to e-Financials.

Police and Crime Commissioner
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For the remaining 11 virements where approval could not be observed, the Principal Management Accountant advised
that these were approved by themselves, however documentation to evidence such approval had not been developed
and retained. We also noted that the e-financials system currently allows any member of the finance staff to approve
virements.
There is a risk of budgets being subject to unexplained overspends and corresponding underspends should
unauthorised budget adjustments occur and could lead to skewed performance results for budget holders. (Medium)

We also found a number of robust controls in place concerning budgetary control in the following areas:
Policies and Procedures
Through review of the Financial Regulations we confirmed that section 'B' includes the Financial Planning and Control
section, which adequately details the budget setting and monitoring process. We confirmed that Financial Instructions
have been developed that provide more detailed guidance for budgetary control. Both documents were accessible via
the intranet. We also confirmed that all budget holders had been sent instructions on how to use Cedar e-Financials
and Collaborative Planning following the move to the new system.
Budget Sign-off
We reviewed the BCB meeting minutes from January 2018 and confirmed that the Board approved the Medium Term
Financial Strategy 2018/19 to 2021/22, the 2018/19 Budget and 2018/19 Capital Programme in this meeting. We also
reviewed the PCP meeting minutes from January 2018 and confirmed that the panel had endorsed the precept
proposed by the Commissioner and noted the Medium Term Financial Strategy 2018/19 to 2021/22. We confirmed
through review of the Cedar e-Financials system that the budget was uploaded onto the system on 18 June 2018 and
reconciled with the approved budget of £137,100,000.
Budget preparatory

email to budget holders

Budget holders are informed of their respective budgets for the upcoming year via monthly meetings with their finance
leads and through an annual Star Chambers meeting, where budget holders are held to account for the previous
financial year budget. We reviewed email documentation confirming that the outcome of the meeting had been
communicated to all budget holders for the upcoming financial year. We confirmed that a budget timetable had been
provided to all budget holders in October 2017, except for the Local Policing budget holder. We confirmed that this
was due to a re-vamp of the Local Policing area, which required a complete re-cost of the whole area. The remaining
budgets and budget holders were advised to be rollover budgets with adjustments for savings/pressures
!inflation/increments. As such, we have not agreed a management action in relation to this issue.
Budget monitoring
A finance lead has been allocated to each budget holder at the Force and meet monthly with their budget holder to
discuss their respective budgets. They are each sent monthly budget monitoring repots and discuss any discrepancies
against budget and variances during these meetings.
We selected a sample of five budget holders and confirmed that each budget holder had received a budget monitoring
report in the months of July, August and September 2018. We confirmed that a more detailed transactional listing had
also been provided when requested. The budget at the end of August was underspent by £303,000, or 0.6% of net
revenue, mainly due to Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) numbers. Other areas of underspend of the budget
included police staff pay and overtime and pensions.
Through review of reports we confirmed these to be adequate for budget holders in monitoring respective budgets. We
also confirmed for a sample of three budget lines from each budget report reviewed that the amount reported in the
budget reports had reconciled to the amount recorded on the e-Financials system in all cases.
We confirmed through discussions with finance leads and through review of email trails with budget holders that
communication was maintained with finance in discussing respective budgets and any variances with queries and
explanations provided.
Police and Crime Commissioner
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The Force Executive Board (FEB) and the Finance Sub Group (FSG)
The FEB and FSG meet monthly and are each provided with a Revenue Monitoring Report that is discussed and
reviewed at each meeting.
We reviewed Constabulary FEB meeting minutes for September and October 2018 that reported on July and August
month ends respectively. We confirmed that a Revenue Monitoring Report had been presented and discussed at both
meetings, providing an update to the FEB on the budget position for the financial year 2018/19.
We also reviewed the Commissioners FSG meeting minutes for June, July and September 2018 and confirmed that
the revenue budget had been presented and discussed in all three months.
Although there was evidence that actions from these meetings were logged and followed up there were no issues
identified requiring an action in respect of the budget.
Month end timetable
From the testing undertaken for the General Ledger review at Cambridgeshire Police, for a sample of three months
(June - August 2018) we confirmed that a month end timetable detailing all the key processes for the month end
c1osedown had been produced and circulated to the relevant staff. We selected a sample of three actions from the
timetable across three months and confirmed that all actions in the timetable were completed in a timely manner; and
that the General Ledger was closed in line with the period end timetable.
Management Accounting staff are required to meet with budget holders monthly within the nine days between when
the General Ledger closes and Collaborative Planning closes, as per the month end timetable. Through review of
email trails for July, August and September 2018 we confirmed that reports had been sent to out sample of budget
holders in a timely manner.
Journals
From the testing undertaken for the General Ledger review at Cambridgeshire Police we confirmed that the creation
and inputting of journals is restricted to seven staff members in the Cambridgeshire Constabulary finance department.
For journals to be processed, the originator will request authorisation from the Principal Management Accountant;
Senior Financial Accountant; or Head of Finance via a workflow system on e-Financials. We selected a sample of 20
journals and confirmed that all journals had an adequate narrative; were restricted to nominated staff; and were
approved by one of three authorised signatories.

1.4 Additional information to support our conclusion
The following table highlights the number and categories of management actions made. The detailed findings section
lists the specific actions agreed with management to implement.
Area

Budgetary Control

Control
design not
effective*

Non
Compliance
with controls*

o

1

(11)

Total

(11)

ow

Agreed actions
M dl
e IUm

H' h
Ig

o

1

o

0

1

0

L

* Shows the number of controls not adequately designed or not complied with. The number in brackets represents the total number of controls

reviewed in this area.
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1.5 Additional feedback
As part of the questionnaire conducted for all budget holders, we noted that three of the eight budget holders did not
feel as though they had received sufficient training in respect of their role as a budget holder.
Although there is no formal training plan in place for budget holders at the force, the Management Accounts team
should consider setting up a training 'tick list' to ensure key areas of budget holder training is covered for when a new
budget holder comes into post.
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2

DETAILED FINDINGS

Categorisation of internal audit findings
Priority

Definition

Low

There is scope for enhancing control or improving efficiency and quality.

Medium

Timely management attention is necessary. This is an internal control risk management issue that could lead to: Financial losses which could affect the
effective function of a department, loss of controls or process being audited or possible regulatory scrutiny/reputational damage, negative publicity in local
or regional media.

High

Immediate management attention is necessary. This is a serious internal control or risk management issue that may lead to: Substantial losses, violation
of corporate strategies, policies or values, regulatory scrutiny, reputational damage, negative publicity in national or international media or adverse
regulatory impact, such as loss of operating licences or material fines.

This report has been prepared by exception. Therefore, we have included in this section, only those areas of weakness in control or examples of lapses in control identified
from our testing and not the outcome of all internal audit testing undertaken.
Ref

Control

Adequate
control
design
(yes/no)

Controls
complied
with
(yes/no)

Audit findings and implications

Priority

Action for management

Implementation
date

Yes

No

We obtained a report from the
finance system detailing all budget
virements.

Medium

The Head of Finance will November 2018
ensure that virements are
only actioned by finance
staff that have been
designated such
authority by the Chief
Constables CFO i.e. the
Head of Finance;
Principal Management
Accountant; or Principal
Financial Accountant.

Responsible
owner

Budgetary Control
1.

Budget Virement
The Force Financial
Instructions details the
budget virements process
as follows:
The limits for virements
apply to the net
cumulative sums for the
original receiving budget
in any year.
They also state that
virement reflecting

We selected a sample of 20
virements and confirmed that all 20
virements had been transacted for
the correct amounts and the correct
cost codes applied on the system.
We noted however that supporting
documentation, with evidence of
approval for each virement had been
reviewed, was available in nine
cases.

Head of
Finance/BCH
Finance Team

They will also ensure that
the evidence to confirm
approval for each
virement has been
Police and Crime Commissioner
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Ref

Control

internal reorganisation,
without a change to
strategy/policy, is
permitted with approval of
the Chief Constable with
no limit.
The levels of
authorisation for revenue
virements are:
•

Up to £500,000 Chief Constable

•

Above £500,000Commissioners CFO

•

From Revenue to
Capital Programmes
(RCCO)

•

Upto£100,000Chief Constable

•

Above £100,000Commissioners CFO

Budget Managers are not
permitted to vire funds if
this would result in a full
year spend in excess of
existing levels of budget
resources.
Where Budget Managers
encounter on-going
pressures, virement
powers should not be
used as the corrective

Adequate
control
design
(yes/no)

Controls
complied
with
(yes/no)

Audit findings and implications

Priority

Of these nine cases, only one
virement had evidence of approval
retained within the e-Financials
system as supporting
documentation.

Action for management Implementation
date

Responsible
owner

uploaded to e-Financials
as supporting
documentation.
Furthermore, the BCH
Finance Systems team
will ensure that the
requested restrictions on
access are applied.

The remaining eight virements did
not have supporting documentation
uploaded to e-Financials.
For the remaining 11 virements
where approval could not be
observed, we were advised that
three of these were opening
budgets, which are authorised as
soon as the MTFP is approved. The
remaining eight virements were
approved via discussion and
evidence of such approval had not
been documented or retained.
We also noted through discussions
with the Principal Management
Accountant that although only the
three allocated individuals had
actioned all virements in our sample,
the e-financials system currently
allows any Financial Accountant or
Management Accountant to action
and approve virements.
We were advised that this issue has
been escalated to the BCH Finance
Systems team however this issue
has not been resolved to date.
There is a risk of budgets being
subject to unexplained overspends
and corresponding underspends
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Ref

Control

action in the year but
should ensure that the
on-going pressure is
addressed as part of the
budget process for the
following year.

Adequate
control
design
(yes/no)

Controls
complied
with
(yes/no)

Audit findings and implications

Priority

Action for management

Implementation
date

Responsible
owner

should unauthorised budget
adjustments occur and could lead to
skewed performance results for
budget holders.

Budget managers are
therefore authorised to
incur expenditure in
accordance with the
estimates that make up
the budget.
The Chief's Constable's
CFO has delegated
authority to the following
finance staff to authorise
virements:
•

Head of Finance;

•

Principal
Management
Accountant; and
Principal Financial
Accountant.

•

Evidence of approval for
virements is retained on
e-financials.
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PAYROLL AND EXPENSES - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Background
An audit of Payroll and Expenses was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit plan for 2018/19. This review
focussed on the controls and support mechanisms in place to ensure payroll, expenses and pensions are correctly
paid, in a timely manner, and recorded in the payroll systems.
The current payroll system utilised by the Payroll Team at the Constabulary is ePayfact provided by CGI. This system
is restricted and only those employees with authorised user access have read and write access to the system.
The Payroll team is headed by the Strategic Lead for Payroll and Pensions and six Payroll Officers. Of the six Payroll
Officers, two of these are predominantly working on the implementation of the new HR and Payroll ERP ABLE system,
which is scheduled for implementation in August 2019.
Pension payments are managed and processed by XPS Pensions (formerly known as Kier Pensions) for all staff and
officers at Cambridgeshire Police.
The average BACS payment run for payroll at the force for the 2018/19 financial year to date (April 2018 - October
2018) is as follows:
•
•

Police Staff - £ 1,690,122
Police Officers - £3,084,671

1.2 Conclusion
Internal audit opinion:
Taking account of the issues identified, the OPCC and
Constabulary can take substantial assurance that the
controls upon which the organisation relies to manage the
identified area(s) are suitably designed, consistently
applied and operating effectively.

1.3 Key findings
Procedural documentation and training
Tri-force Financial Regulations are in place for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Police. There are also
Force Financial Instructions for Cambridgeshire Constabulary which detail staff roles and responsibilities and
authorisation for payments and expenses. We confirmed that these documents were consistent and sufficiently
detailed.
Payroll procedure documents have been created for the four types of paid employees; PCC (Police and Crime
Commissioner), Pensions, Police Officers, and Staff. We confirmed that these procedures were up to date, available to
view by relevant staff, and contained comprehensive payroll procedures.
We obtained the BACS signatories authorisation form and confirmed that this contained the details and signatures of
the three current payroll staff. We confirmed that the authorised signatories were in line with the most recent quarterly
CGI licensing reports and are up to date with the current standings.
We also obtained the CGI ePayfact user profile requests authorised signatories list and confirmed that the names and
signatures for the Strategic Lead of Payroll and Pensions and the Head of Finance were both noted on the form.
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Starters, Leavers and Amendments
Through sample testing of 20 new starters, we confirmed that staff, PCC and Pension employeeshad been
appropriately authorised, and this data had been input into the payroll system correctly in line with the starter forms.
An issue was identified with the Officers authorisation for two out of our sample of eight officers which has resulted in a
low priority management action being agreed.
We sample tested 20 leavers and confirmed for all of the sample that; authorisation was held, outstanding monies
were recovered where applicable, and leavers data was accurately input into the system for all samples tested.
We also sample tested 20 employee amendments including bank details, address change, change in hours, and
salary. Through this testing, we confirmed that appropriate authorisation was obtained for the changes, and these
changes were correctly input into the payroll system.
Deductions
Through sample testing of 10 voluntary deductions and 10 involuntary deductions, we confirmed that supporting
documentation was available to view for all samples, and the deductions were correctly reflected within the employee
payroll accounts.
Additional payments, overtime and expenses
Sample testing of 10 expense claims made confirmed that all were appropriately signed by the employee and their line
manager, receipts to substantiate claims were available, and claims were correctly paid to employees in line with the
expense claims submitted.
We also sample tested 10 overtime claims made on COTS (Corporate Overtime System) and confirmed that
appropriate authorisation was obtained for all claims made. We also confirmed that overtime payments were
processed in line with the authorised claims for all instances tested.
Checking and payment authorisation
Exception reports are output monthly including a 20% variance report and a processing report to identify amendments
to pay since the previous month. We confirmed that these were output and reviewed on a monthly basis, and sufficient
explanations were given to those variances.
Through review of three months' pay runs, we confirmed that appropriate authorisation was obtained prior to the pay
run, and a reconciliation to BACS payments and also the bank account was performed. Relevant payroll reports are
reviewed and signed off as part of the monthly payroll checklist, and we confirmed this was the case for the previous
three pay runs.
We have identified areas of weakness that resulted in a low priority management action being agreed. This has been
detailed further in section 2 of this report.
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1.4 Additional information to support our conclusion
The following table highlights the number and categories of management actions made. The detailed findings section
lists the specific actions agreed with management to implement.
Area

Payroll and Expenses

Control
design not
. *
eff ective

Non
Compliance
. h contro Is *
Wit

o

1

(11)

L

Agreed actions
M d·
e lum

ow

(11 )

Total

1

H· h
Ig

o

o

0

0

* Shows the number of controls not adequately designed or not complied with. The number in brackets represents the total number of controls

reviewed in this area.

1.5 Progress made with previous audit findings
Date of previous audit

Low

Medium

High

Number of actions agreed during previous audit

1

Number of actions implementedl superseded

o

o
o
o

o
o
o

Actions not yet fully implemented:

As part of this review, we have assessed the progress the Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire has
made in implementing agreed actions made within the Payroll and Expenses 17/18 audit report. Of the one 'low'
priority agreed management action followed up, we confirmed that this was still in progress. This management action
has been detailed further in section 2 of the report.
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PARTNERSHIP WORKING (COMMUNITY SAFETY) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Background
An audit of the Community Safety Partnerships was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit plan for 2018/19
to review the governance arrangements between the OPCC and its partners to achieve their joint community safety
objectives.
There are nine Delivery Groups supporting the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety
Strategic Board (CCSSB):
•

Road Safety Partnership;

•

Mental Health;

•

Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence

•

Countrywide Criminal Justice Board Offender Sub Group;

•

Child Exploitation, Gang Activity and County Lines;

•

PREVENT;

•

Drug and Alcohol Misuse;

•

Youth Justice Management Board; and

•

Organised Crime and Modern Slavery.

All these groups support the CCSSB progressing its priorities, supplying updates at each CCSSB meeting.
Furthermore, deep dive reviews are carried out at each meeting focussing on two delivery groups at a time. There are
also six locality based community safety partnerships. These groups meet on a quarterly basis, and although they do
not report specifically into the CCSSB the lead of each group is expected to attend meetings to provide input relevant
to their area.
In July 2018 the CCSSB identified five preventative workstreams, with work at the early stages of development in
terms of how they will be positioned in future.

1.2 Conclusion
We identified that there were good governance processes in place with regards to the management of Community
Safety Partnership arrangements, including quarterly updates from delivery groups, delivery group deep dives and
links to the Community Safety and Criminal Justice Plan. However, we identified a weakness with regards to
documenting the formal governance procedures for the new preventative workstreams, and cases of non-attendance
or lack of reporting at the CCSSB by delivery groups and Community Safety Partnership groups.

Internal audit opinion:
Taking account of the issues identified, the OPCC can
take reasonable assurance that the controls in place to
manage this risk are suitably designed and consistently
applied.
However, we have identified issues that need to be
addressed to ensure that the control framework is effective
in managing the identified risk(s).
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1.3 Key findings
The key findings from this review are as follows:
Community

Safety Agreement

2017-20

The Community Safety Agreement sets out the purpose and membership of the partnership. It also explains the
priorities and how they are monitored. It also includes the governance arrangements by which the partnership is
organised and with the terms of reference of the CCSSB. We confirmed that review of the priorities within the
agreement had taken place and these form part of the discussion within recently meetings of the CCSSB. A
Community Safety Partnership Matrix has been developed, mapping out the delivery groups and key contacts for each
partnership area, to encourage communication and coworking between the different groups.
Performance

Measures

Performance measures identified by each of the nine Delivery Groups are presented to the CCSSB as part of the
annual deep dives of each group. These are carried out at each meeting on a rotational basis as set out by a reporting
schedule, with this having been in place from the October 2018 meeting. We confirmed that performance data was
presented and had been reviewed and scrutinised in line with the schedule. Performance measures are not viewed
against targets but are reviewed based on whether the area is making progress, through previous year vs current year
analysis.
CCSSB
We confirmed that the CCSSB had a clear terms of reference, and based on a review of their quarterly meetings in
April, July and October 2018 they were fulfilling their role and responsibilities particularly with monitoring progress
against the priorities they had set in their agreement.
Delivery Boards
Review of a sample of five Delivery Boards found each had a terms of reference that clearly set out its purpose, roles
and responsibility and membership. For a sample of four Boards, we reviewed the last two sets of minutes and
confirmed that their activities were consistent with those terms of reference and that they followed up issues with
actions which were recorded and tracked at the following meeting.
Police and Crime Plan
We identified through review of the Police and Crime Plan that the use of partnerships had been detailed as a means
to progress actions in support of planned objectives, particularly with regards to Communities. Furthermore, we
identified that a deep dive of the Communities theme had been provided at the November 2018 Police and Crime
Panel, which provided updates on the progress of the Delivery Groups with a review of their development.

We identified

the following

Preventative

Workstreams

weakness resulting

in one medium priority

management action being agreed:

Through review of the Community Safety Agreement, we confirmed that five new workstreams had been identified to
work towards improving Community Safety Partnerships. These five new workstreams linked to the Home Office
Serious Violence Strategy which required effort to develop prevention workstreams.
We noted that at present the formal governance arrangements for each of the five areas had not been defined,
including leads for each, reporting processes, and how each area is intended to be progressed. We identified that high
level reports of the Housing and Community Resilience workstreams had been provided at the July 2018 meeting,
however additional updates of the areas had not been detailed. If the governance arrangements and intended routes
for development for the Prevention workstreams have not been defined, there is a risk that appropriate work in moving
each of the workstreams forward may not be carried out. (Medium)
We have additionally identified further weaknesses for which we have agreed five low priority management
actions which are detailed in section two of the report.
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1.4 Additional information to support our conclusion
The following table highlights the number and categories of management actions made. The detailed findings section
lists the specific actions agreed with management to implement.

Risk

There is a risk that the Commissioner and
Chief Constable fail to work effectively in
partnership with community safety and CJ
partners and objectives of Police and
Crime Plan are not delivered.

Control
design not
effective*

(6)

Non
Compliance
with controls"

5

(6)

Total

Agreed actions
Low

5

Medium

High

o

510

I

* Shows the number of controls not adequately designed or not complied with. The number in brackets represents the total number of controls

reviewed in this area.
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2 DETAILED FINDINGS
Categorisation of internal audit findings
Priority

Definition

Low

There is scope for enhancing control or improving efficiency and quality.

Medium

Timely management attention is necessary. This is an internal control risk management issue that could lead to: Financial losses which could affect the
effective function of a department, loss of controls or process being audited or possible regulatory scrutiny/reputational damage, negative publicity in local
or regional media.

High

Immediate management attention is necessary. This is a serious internal control or risk management issue that may lead to: Substantial losses, violation
of corporate strategies, policies or values, regulatory scrutiny, reputational damage, negative publicity in national or international media or adverse
regulatory impact, such as loss of operating licences or material fines.

This report has been prepared by exception. Therefore, we have included in this section, only those risks of weakness in control or examples of lapses in control identified
from our testing and not the outcome of all internal audit testing undertaken.

Risk: There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work effectively in partnership with community safety and CJ partners and objectives of
Police and Crime Plan are not delivered.
On an annual basis the
Cambridge And
Peterborough Countywide
Community Safety
Strategic Board (CCSSB)
reviews the community
safety agreement, to
identify areas that may

Yes

No

Through review of the Community
Safety Agreement, we confirmed
that five new workstreams had been
identified in answer to the Home
Office Serious Violence Strategy.

Medium

We will establish
governance
arrangements for the
prevention workstreams
with workstream leads.

End October
2019

Chief Executive

The revised partnership agreement
documents how these new
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need to be included and
developed in the coming
year.

workstreams will be established and
operate once responsible authorities
and lead officers had been identified.

The current year review
identified the following
preventative based
approach areas:

However, although these had been
identified, the governance
arrangements are not yet in place
and a revised Community Safety
Agreement has not been signed
pending agreement on the new
workstreams.

•
•
•
•
•

Healthy and Safe
Schools;
Early Help;
Employment;
Community Resilience
Housing (Trailblazer)

If the governance arrangements and
intended routes for development for
the Prevention workstreams have
not been defined, there is a risk that
appropriate work to move each of
the workstreams forward will not be
carried out.

At present work is being
undertaken to assess how
reporting from these areas
will be developed.
2

Although the Community
Safety Agreement 20172020 document details the
purpose, relevant parties
and priorities, there is no
information to explain how
the Partnership is funded,
nor have all parties signed
the agreement.

No

N/A

Through review of the agreement,
we were unable to identify specific
information relating to how joint
funding for Community Safety was
provided.

Low

The OPCC will document
the funding process
including processes for
issuing of grants.

October 2019

Head of Strategic
Partnerships and
Commissioning

We were informed by the
Partnerships and Communities
Officer the relevant body is able to
receive funding from the PCC,
however the process has not yet
been defined.
There is a risk that if the nature of
how the partnerships will be funded
has not been defined, at a later date
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there may be expectation for the
OPCC to take on more of the
financial provision than intended.
Through review of the signatories to
the agreement we identified that at
present nine out of 23 of the
signatories required by the
document had not signed it.

Low

If all required parties have not
signed up to acknowledge
adherence to the agreement, there
is a risk that work carried out by the
expected parties to the agreement
will not undertake work aligned to
the partnership's vision.

3

Terms of Reference are in Yes
place for each of the
Delivery Boards that
support the CCSSB as well
as the CCSSB itself.
Each of these define what
the group has remit over,
the frequency of meetings
and the membership of the
group.

No

We reviewed the terms of reference
for the CCSSB and a sample of five
of the following Delivery Boards:
•
•
•
•
•

Road Safety;
Mental Health Delivery Group;
Missing and Child Exploitation
Delivery Group;
Youth Justice Management
Board; and
PREVENT.

Low

We will ensure that the
Community Safety
Agreement is signed by
the lead from all relevant
parties, with signature
confirming the PCC's
commitment to the
agreement.

We will request Delivery
Groups and the CCSSB
to review their Terms of
Reference including the
frequency of meetings.

October 2019

Chief Executive

October 2019

Partnerships &
Communities
Officer

This will be monitored
through reporting to
CCSSB.

We confirmed that each had a terms
of reference in place providing
adequate details membership, roles,
responsibilities and regularity of
meetings.
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However, we noted that although
three had recently been reviewed,
the other three were overdue.
There is a risk that if terms of
reference are not updated on a
routine basis to ensure they align to
current intended practice, and that
Delivery Board Groups may not be
reviewing appropriate areas.

4

Yes
There are nine Delivery
Groups, each with
responsibility for one of the
existing priority areas of
the partnership, the
following seven have
reporting lines into the
CCSSB:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental Health and
Delivery Board;
Delivery Group;
Countrywide Criminal
Justice Board Offender
Sub Group;
Road Safety
Partnership;
PREVENT Delivery
Board;
Drug and Alcohol
Misuse Delivery Board;
Youth Justice
Management Board;
and

No

From a review of the CCSSB
meetings for April, July and October
2018 we identified that three out of
nine delivery groups had missed
providing a quarterly update.

Low

The revised agreement
will specify expected
monitoring reports from
each of the Delivery
Boards.

01 October 2019

Partnerships &
Communities
Officer

New deep drive performance
reporting commenced October 2018
with Road Safety and Drug and
Alcohol misuse presented at that
meeting. The deep dive reporting
schedule was also introduced in
October recording which two areas
would report to each meeting.
This was designed as an
improvement to performance
reporting and not to replace the
summary reports to each meeting.
If progress is not reported to each
quarterly meeting of the CCSSB, the
members will not be aware if
priorities are being met.
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•

5

Organise Crime and
Modern Slavery
Delivery Group.

Each of the six Locality
Community Safety
Partnership (CSP) meets
on a quarterly basis to
review each of the
partnership priorities.
These are:

•
•

•
•

•
•

Safer Peterborough
Partnership;
Huntingdonshire CSP;
Fenland CSP;
East Cambridgeshire
CSP;
Cambridge City CSP;
South Cambridgeshire
CSP.

The Chairs of each group
are required to attend the
CCSSB to provide input
relevant to their areas.

Yes

No

Through review of the attendances
at the last three CCSSB meeting
minutes held April, July and October
2018 we identified that the leads for
four out of six of the CSPs had not
attended all three meetings.
We identified that three CSP leads
had missed one meeting, and one
had missed two meetings.

Low

We will document the
expected regularity of
attendance from a
representative of the
Community Safety
Partnership Groups
within the CCSSB terms
of reference and work
with leads to achieve
this.

October 2018

Partnerships &
Communities
Officer

We were informed by the
Partnerships & Communities Officer
that the requirement to attend all
meetings has not been defined, and
that there is potential that the leads
may not be required to attend all
meetings.
However, as the process in place for
reporting from those groups is to
provide input at the CCSSB
meetings without any other formal
reporting, there is an increased risk
that relevant input from all areas has
not been received where appropriate
attendance has not been achieved,
and additionally areas may not be
aware of the current work
arrangements.
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APPENDIX C - BCH EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES AND
ACTION PLANS FROM FINALISED REPORTS

Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Cambridgeshire
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CUSTODY INCLUDING HEALTH AND SAFETY
INCIDENT REPORTING - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Background
An audit of Custody, including health and safety incident reporting, was undertaken as part of the approved internal
audit plan for 2018/19, with specific consideration of:
• Healthcare in custody.
• Mental Health changes.
• Children in Custody.
Custody is managed as part of the Criminal Justice and Custody collaborated service with the Operational Support
workstream led by Hertfordshire Constabulary. Health and Safety, which formed part of the scope of this review, is
managed with the HR collaborated service which is part of the Organisational Support workstream led by
Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
Custody performance is reported through to the Operational Support Development Board with Health and Safety
incidents reported through the BCH Health and Safety Board. The management structure for Custody is as follows:
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Ch/Supt Marren
Head of CJ & Cu>tody

Supt Watemon
Deputy Head of CI &
CUstody

1.2 Conclusion
We have agreed one medium action concerning the performance indicators in the contract with the healthcare
provider, but otherwise no significant issues were found, although we also noted in our findings that the custody
performance dashboard is still under development.

Internal audit opinion:
Taking account of the issues identified, the board can take
reasonable assurance that the controls in place to manage
this risk are suitably designed and consistently applied.
However, we have identified issues that need to be
addressed in order to ensure that the control framework is
effective in managing the identified risk(s).

+

1.3 Key findings
The key findings from this review are as follows:
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Procedures
The BCH Custody Operating Procedure was produced by the Change Team and was written to compliment the
College of Policing Authorised Professional Practice on Detention and Custody (APP). We noted the document
includes links to the relevant information from the College of Policing. The document gave specific information about
vulnerable detainees including those suffering with mental illness and children and young people.
Healthcare
Although a retender is in progress there is an agreement with G4S to provide health care services, which took effect
from April 2015. The contract has a section covering the service specification which detailed what was required of the
provider with target performance for response times.
We reviewed the tender requirements for the provision of services to Police Custodies for the period April 2019 to
March 2023 and confirmed that it was comprehensive in outlining the Contract Management and Monitoring
information, Operational Requirements/Specification and the Tender Award Criteria. We also confirmed from our
review of the daily reporting sheets that these were being used by the Custody Inspector to report and breaches of the
current contract provision.
We noted that there was an absence of clear measurable performance indicators that demonstrate how well the
service provider is fulfilling the contract, as a result there is a risk that poor performance will not be challenged.
(Medium)
Daily and Incident Reporting
Daily Reporting Sheets
We reviewed the last five daily reporting sheets completed by all custody suites across and confirmed that these were
completed in a timely manner and submitted to the BCH Criminal Justice and Custody team for retention.
Through review of the daily reporting sheets, we confirmed that they reported on the number of service provider
breaches; the number of times suites reaches full capacity; the number of young people held overnight in past 24
hours; and the number of mental health detainees that have been detained under section 136 MHA.
We also confirmed that where a young person was recorded as detained a Detained Overnight Daily Report had been
completed.
With the assistance of the Custody Policy and Performance Team we reviewed all the August 2018 incident reports for
all Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire custody suites, and noted the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Luton, there were 16 reports, two of which were waiting Inspectors review. The 14 which had been reviewed
were deemed as no further action.
Kempston, there were 14 reports of which 4 were waiting Inspectors review. The 10 which had been reviewed
were deemed no further action.
Cambridge, there were 11 reports all of which had an Inspectors review, two had identified learning from the
incident.
Peterborough, there 14 reports all of which had an Inspectors review and of which two had also identified
learning.
Hatfield, there were eight reports all of which had inspectors review, and no further action required.
Stevenage, there were 17 reports all of which had been reviewed by an Inspector.
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We confirmed that where an Inspectors review was required and/or details of further actions were noted, that this was
chased by email to ensure completion and any further action or learning was identified.
The data from these daily reports are brought together within a monthly incident report. We reviewed the completed
report covering August and noted that this clearly set out in text and graph, incidents reported during the month by
category, seriousness and location.
Governance
Custody Executive Management
We reviewed the minutes of the Custody Executive Management meeting for April to August 2018 and noted that at
each meeting there was a section of the agenda covering Health and Safety where any significant issues were
discussed and followed up through the action log where further investigation or information was required. We also
confirmed that other issues from the daily reports were also reviewed and discussed with follow up through the action
log where required.
We reviewed the minutes and papers of the BCH Health and Safety Board for July and August 2018 and confirmed
Custody incidents were reviewed in both detail and summary with discussion on specific incidents with follow as
required recorded in the action log.
Local Team Meetings
Local team meetings take place covering local operational issues within each county, this includes performance and
incident reporting together with staffing issues.
Bedfordshire - We were informed that at six weekly intervals meetings take place with the two Inspectors and the Chief
Inspector, there is also a Management Team meeting where Custody issues are discussed. They also have a Team
meeting and the appropriate Inspector attends and discusses any issues raised. These are informal meetings to
encourage participation and are not minuted.
Cambridgeshire - We reviewed the SMT meeting Actions and Notes for months March, April and May 2018 and
confirmed that custody arrangements have been discussed in meetings with actions agreed. We also confirmed that
agreed actions from previous meetings had been noted in meeting notes and were assured that these were being
monitored appropriately.
Hertfordshire - We were informed that the Chief Inspector has monthly meeting with Inspectors in Hertfordshire, and in
the absence of PA support for some time, documented minutes have not been formally recorded. A review of agendas'
and minutes from early 2018 and late 2017 when PA support enabled these to be produced confirmed that a wide
range of local custody issued were discussed including performance and staffing.
Delivery Plan
Through review of the BCH Custody Delivery Plan we confirmed that it outlined the BCH Custody objectives over the
next three years. It explained where the service currently was, where they want to get to and how they plan to get
there. We confirmed that it outlined the governance arrangements for monitoring the plan and considered the
document to be complete in terms of outlining the reporting arrangements and responsibilities. We also determined
that the objectives were appropriately linked to their respective KPls with owners associated to each of these. We
also confirmed that KPl's were being linked to the developing scorecard.
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HMICFRS Action Plan
We confirmed that the last Joint HMICFRS HMIP inspection covered Cambridgeshire Constabulary, and from a review
of the action plan we noted that a bimonthly update had been provided for each action and these were being
monitored to completion to date, there were a total of 45 actions which included recommendations from the inspection
expanded by actions added by Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
A review of the latest version noted that 20 of these actions had been RAG rated Amber as still being in progress.
Two were rated as red, these were new actions added in discussion with HMICFRS on 29 August 2018. Discussion
recorded in the September 2018 minutes of the Organisationallmprovement Group noted there had been a follow up
visit by HMIP which was reported as good by the inspector, but with a couple of minor additional actions.
The action plan is reviewed quarterly by the Organisationallmprovement
completed in September 2018

Group and we confirmed that this was last

Performance Scorecard
From our review of the Criminal Justice and Custody Executive meetings that performance was reviewed at each
meeting with discussion of issues as they occurred with actions being agreed and followed up as required. However,
we were informed that the scorecard was still under development at the time of our field work. We noted that the
measures being used includes those that linked back to the custody delivery plan although there were areas for which
data was awaited from Athena. This is therefore a work in progress.
We also reviewed the minutes of the Operational Support Delivery Board which monitors delivery of the operational
collaborative workstream to which custody belongs and noted it reviews custody performance. We reviewed the
minutes for January, April and July 2018 and noted that performance issues were discussed in detail, actions were
agreed and followed up. We also noted that through the action log development of the scorecard was being monitored
with the issues relating to the collection of data through Athena, and that the July 2018 minutes specifically recorded
'the problems relating to Athena are being managed'.
Training
We confirmed that all custody staff were trained on the recent continuing professional development days from March
to May 2018 in some aspects of Mental Health, death in custody and custody incident reporting. We also reviewed a
lesson plan provided to Sergeants on the initial custody course around disposals from custody and include disposals
for young persons with training covering children in custody undertaken on the initial induction course. We also
confirmed that all officer/staff training is recorded on My view by HR when they attend a training event such as
Personal Safety Training (PST), First Aid and the initial Custody Course. The Custody Policy and Performance Team
then record this information, along with custody staff accreditation details, including attendance on Continuous
Professional Development (CPD)days, completion of Fit for Independent Custody Duties (FICD), One File completion
and duty days for resilience staff, on a database called Chronicle.
We also agreed two low management actions which are detailed in the key findings below.
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1.4 Additional information to support our conclusion
The following table highlights the number and categories of management actions made. The detailed findings section
lists the specific actions agreed with management to implement.
Area

Control
design not
effective*

Failure by G4S to provide healthcare to
detainees in Hertfordshire Custody.

14

(14)

Non
Compliance
with controls*
4

Total

(14)

L
ow

Agreed actions
M dl
e rum

H· h
Ig

2

1

o

2

1

0

* Shows the number of controls not adequately designed or not complied with. The number in brackets represents the total number of controls
reviewed in this area.
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2

DETAILED FINDINGS

Categorisation of internal audit findings
Priority

Definition

Low

There is scope for enhancing control or improving efficiency and quality.

Medium

Timely management attention is necessary. This is an internal control risk management issue that could lead to: Financial losses which could affect the
effective function of a department, loss of controls or process being audited or possible regulatory scrutiny/reputational damage, negative publicity in local
or regional media.

High

Immediate management attention is necessary. This is a serious internal control or risk management issue that may lead to: Substantial losses, violation
of corporate strategies, policies or values, regulatory scrutiny, reputational damage, negative publicity in national or international media or adverse
regulatory impact, such as loss of operating licences or material fines.

This report has been prepared by exception. Therefore, we have included in this section, only those areas of weakness or examples of lapses identified from our testing and
not the outcome of all internal audit testing undertaken.
Ref

Control

Adequate
control
design
(yes/no)

Controls Audit findings and implications
complied
with
(yes/no)

Priority

Action for management

Implementation
date

Responsible
owner

Both the G4S contract and service
Medium
specification refer to KPI's to be agreed,
but these are not specified in either
document. The contract also states that
it is the Providers responsibility to report
against them at unspecified intervals.

The contract with the
new healthcare provider
contains a full suite of
key performance
indicators against which
the provider will be
measured, these will be
SMART and performance
reports will clearly
demonstrate acceptable
and poor performance.

Completed

Head of Criminal
Justice and
Custody

Area: Failure by G4S to provide healthcare to detainees in Hertfordshire Custody.

1.

The healthcare contract
No
with G4S provides a
number of requirements
within the service
specifications, however, it
does not include SMART
performance indicators
against which to measure
service performance.

No

We confirmed that G4S produce
quarterly performance reports based on
their own data. From a review of the
quarter 1 report 2018 for
Cambridgeshire we noted the following:
1. A table of response time as detailed
within the service specification, but
with no indication if the percentage
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Ref

Control

Adequate
control
design
(yes/no)

Priority

Controls Audit findings and implications
complied
with
(yes/no)

2.

Action for management Implementation
date

Responsible
owner

of response times in target were
acceptable or not.
2. A number of tables detailing
activity aligned to those in the
service specification. However,
there is no indication if this activity
represents good or poor service.

In the absence of clear measurable
performance indicators that
demonstrate how well the service
provider is fulfilling the contract there is
a risk that poor performance will not be
challenged.
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DEALING WITH BCH INTERNAL AUDITS - EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
1.1 Background
This review of the Internal Audit Process covering collaborative audits for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and
Hertfordshire (BCH) was agreed as a part of the tri-force collaboration section of the Internal Audit plan 2018/19. The
scope of the review was agreed with Bedfordshire as the lead Force. The objective was to determine whether each
organisation has been involved in a sufficient and timely manner when planning internal audit reviews.
To obtain opinions relating to the level of involvement of each organisation we conducted interviews with key
individuals' involved in the BCH audit process. These included the Chief Finance Officers, Chief Executives and Joint
Audit Committee (JAC) Chairs. We also conducted an interview with the current Interim Head of Change Portfolio.
Collaborative audits are undertaken with one force being the lead point of contact in agreeing the scope, the point of
contact during the audit, and receiving the report and actions following completion of the fieldwork. Collaborated units
has been split into three workstreams, with each Force taking responsibility for one area:
•

Bedfordshire are responsible for Joint Protective Services (JPS) audits, including aspects such as the dog's
unit, armed police and forensics;

•

Cambridgeshire are responsible for Organisational Support audits, including Human Resources and ICT; and

•

Hertfordshire are responsible for Operational Support audits, including Custody.

In order to perform this review, we met with or attempted to meet with each of the Chief Finance Officers, JAC Chairs
and OPCC Chief Executives who are listed in appendix C of this report. Within these meetings we asked for their
views of the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning Process, including the reporting of BCH Strategic Risks to each JAC to inform the plan
The agreement and circulation of individual scopes
Review and feedback from Draft Reports
Circulation and receipt of final reports
The follow up of BCH actions
Progress Updates on reviews, including monitoring timely engagement and delivery and escalation processes

1.2 Conclusion
Through discussion with the individuals we identified areas for improvement in the BCH audit process. It was felt by
those interviewed that where collaborative audits were undertaken, and they were not the Lead, appropriate oversight
was not being provided, with draft and final reports not being received by Chief Finance Officers of all three Forces to
allow them to give feedback.
Additionally, where actions were raised, these would be managed and monitored by the Lead Force, with the other two
JAC's not receiving oversight of the progress of those actions. We were also informed by some interviewees that it
would be useful to have more involvement in the planning of audits, and that there was potential for further tri-force
engagement between JAC Chairs.
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1.3 Key findings
The key findings from this review are as follows:
Planning Process
Through discussion with key individuals at each organisation, the majority view was that the Planning Process was
performed adequately. This is carried out through separate meetings with Chief Finance Officers to discuss the local
and BCH risks impacting on the local Internal Audit Plan together with those impacting on BCH. These meetings are
followed by a joint collaborative meeting with all the Chief Finance Officers for input into the BCH Internal Audit Plan
across all three workstreams. Additionally, we identified that through discussion with the Commissioner's Chief
Executive for Hertfordshire that although the process was working well with regards to how audits were identified, he
would prefer greater involvement, such as organisational support audits.
Scope Circulation
It was expressed that the final approval of scopes should be continued to be carried out by the CFO of the Lead Force.
However, in addition it was felt all Forces should be kept aware of collaboration audits with all CFOs receiving copies
of scopes for oversight.
Draft Reports
The current process for draft reports is that the Lead Force will receive the reports and respond with any comments to
RSM. The draft report is not received by the other Forces for their comment and is not distributed by the Lead Force.
We identified that moving forward, it would be preferred that all CFOs be in receipt of Collaborative draft reports,
regardless of the Lead to enable comment.
Final Reports
Final reports are currently reported to the JACs of each Force, including the key findings and areas of the audit that
resulted in medium and high actions. Only the Lead Force receives the full report. As a result, individual JACs are not
obtaining the level assurance they require that risks are being managed effectively. We have revised the Internal Audit
Protocol to address this.
Follow Up of BCH Actions
Agreed management actions are retained on the Lead Force's action log and progress reports towards completion are
issued to individual JAC meetings in the same way as if the action solely belonged to that Force. However, each JAC
only has sight of actions for which their Force is the Lead and not for the other workstreams. Where action monitoring
is not visible to each JAC for all BCH workstreams there is a risk that the each JAC is not obtaining the necessary
assurance that all BCH actions are being completed, or that progress towards completion is being undertaken. We
have revised the Internal Audit Protocol to address this.
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2

DETAILED FINDINGS

Categorisation of internal audit findings
Priority

Definition

Low

There is scope for enhancing control or improving efficiency and quality.

Medium

Timely management attention is necessary. This is an internal control risk management issue that could lead to: Financial losses which could affect the
effective function of a department, loss of controls or process being audited or possible regulatory scrutiny/reputational damage, negative publicity in local
or regional media.

High

Immediate management attention is necessary. This is a serious internal control or risk management issue that may lead to: Substantial losses, violation
of corporate strategies, policies or values, regulatory scrutiny, reputational damage, negative publicity in national or international media or adverse
regulatory impact, such as loss of operating licences or material fines.

This report has been prepared by exception. Therefore, we have included in this section, only those areas of weakness or examples of lapses identified from our testing and
not the outcome of all internal audit testing undertaken.
Ref

Findings

Action

Through discussion with the Constabulary Chief Finance
Officers of each Force, we were informed that they felt that
the planning process in its current form of individual
meetings followed by a joint constabulary meeting between
all Chief Finance Officers to agree on the areas to audit
was working well.

The draft protocol has
been updated in
Appendix A below.

Area: Collaborative working on BCH audits
The planning process, including
the reporting of BCH strategic
risks to each JAC to inform the
plan.
Using the risk registers from each of
the Forces, a plan of potential audits
is developed. The initial planning
meeting is carried out solely with the
individual Forces, before a joint
meeting is held where the
collaboration areas are agreed.

Collaborative Risk Register is not in use, significant risks
are included in each Force's Strategic Risk Register for
their individual workstreams, and therefore captured as
part of the review of current risks during the planning
process.
Through discussion with the Commissioner's Chief
Executive for Hertfordshire, it was expressed that although
the process was working well with regards to how audits
were identified, they would prefer greater involvement.
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Ref

Findings

Action

However, it was felt that on the majority of audits,
additional input would not be required, and the current
process was appropriate. Through discussion with the
Hertfordshire Police CFO, they felt the planning process
was appropriate, and that where issues were identified with
audits the CFOs would discuss these. To reflect the
comments made above, a protocol has been developed for
agreement by each of the Forces and is documented at
Appendix A.

2

The agreement and circulation of
individual scopes.
The detailed scoping of individual
audits is carried out with the Lead
Force, with input gathered from the
other two Forces during initial
scoping meetings with each of the
Chief Finance Officers.
The Lead Force is responsible for
agreeing the final version of the
scope providing the approval.

3

The review and feedback from
draft reports.
The Lead Force is responsible for
agreeing the draft report. Reports
are distributed to the Lead Force
CFO for review with no formal

The draft protocol has
been updated in
Appendix A below.

Through discussion with each of the Chief Finance Officers
in each case it was felt that the approval of scopes should
only be provided by the Lead Force with ownership over
that area.
However, at present following approval, scopes are not
distributed to all Leads. Through discussion, we identified
that in some cases it was felt that it would be useful to
receive the scopes following approval, in order to ensure all
key contacts to have oversight of the areas being audited
within their organisation.
We were informed by all relevant staff that there is no
Protocol document in place for the processes to be
followed with regards to BCH audits, and as a result at
present, finalised scopes, draft and final reports, and
actions are only sent to the Lead Force. To address this, a
new protocol has been developed and is attached at
Appendix A.
Through discussion with the CFO's we identified that in two
out of three cases they would like to be able to see the
report for BCH audits at draft stage to provide feedback. In
the remaining case, although it was felt that they would not
need to see the report, there was the expectation that
where issues had arisen, the other Force CFOs would
inform them.
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Ref

Findings
process in place for other forces to
engage in feedback on BCH reports.

Action

In the absence of a formal process in place with regards to
the distribution of draft reports to Leads at each Force,
there is a risk that they will not be made aware of issues
nor able to provide feedback.
Through discussion with the CFOs of the OPCC's and the
Chief Executives, as well as the JAC Chairs the desire
would be that the Constabulary CFOs would be involved in
reviewing the draft report, providing comments where
necessary, although the overall agreement of the Draft
Report should still be provided by the Lead Force.

4

Change Portfolio Team
The Change Portfolio Team sits
outside of all three forces but was
initially set up to deliver collaboration
across all three forces.
Over time the role of the Team has
changed and at present they have
very little involvement with the
Internal Audit Process.

We also discussed with the Interim Head of Change
Portfolio over their involvement with the Internal Audit
Process and found that at present they have minimal
involvement.

The draft protocol has
been updated in
Appendix A below.

The team was initially set up to assist in the delivery of
Collaboration, however over time its focus has changed,
with more emphasis currently on transformational change,
workforce change and technological change.
The Team works on projects related to all three and it was
expressed hat the Change Portfolio Team would be well
placed to assist in supporting audits where communication
is key, such as the coordination of comments on reports,
chasing of actions and updates on the progress of actions.
Whilst support from the Change Portfolio Team may be
useful in assisting, there was concern from two of the
CFOs that where control for audits is not retained by the
Force CFO, then it may take longer to get decisions made.
As a result, the involvement of the Change Portfolio Team
has not been reflected in the protocol, but the process for
their involvement should be considered by each of the
Forces, before amending the process.
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Ref

5

The circulation and receipt of final
reports.
Final Reports are issued to the Chief
Finance Officer of the Lead Force,
and the relevant leads for the audit.
There is no formal process in place
for the review of the final reports
more widely, and as a result reports
are not further disseminated to the
other forces for comment with
management challenge only
received from the Lead Force.

6

The follow up of BCH actions.
Where BCH actions are raised in an
Internal Audit report, these are
recorded by the Lead Force and
monitored on their action log. These
actions are then reported to the JAC
for that Force.

Findings

Action

Final BCH reports are issued to the quarterly JAC meetings
of the Lead Force. However, final reports in their entirety
are not presented to Force or JAC that are not the Lead
Force. It was expressed across all interviews with
Constabulary CFOs, OPCC CFOS and JAC Chairs that the
final report should be issued in full to each of the JACs'.

The draft protocol has
been updated in
Appendix A below.

As a result, we were informed that at times it felt as if
issues reported to the Lead Force were being received by
other Forces too late for them to be involved in ensuring
the correct decisions are made to correct any risks.

The draft protocol has
been updated in
Appendix A below.

The current process for the follow up and monitoring of
actions is that actions raised will be tracked by the Lead
Force. The progress towards completion is reported to
each meeting of the JAC for that Lead Force.
Each JAC will not be aware of actions resulting from BCH
Internal Audit reports for which their Force is not the Lead.
Through discussion with each of the Chief Finance
Officers, we identified that each felt that it would be of
greater value for a standardised action log to be in place, to
allow updates of shared actions to be reported on at JAC
meetings to increase the oversight.

7

Progress updates on reviews,
including monitoring timely
engagement and delivery and
escalation processes.
Updates are provided to the Lead
Force from one point of contact at
RSM. Engagement from the relevant
staff members is kept in line with the
standardised processes upon

The draft protocol has
been updated in
Appendix A below.

We were informed that where progress updates are
provided by RSM the updates are useful and timely, and
that the relationship with the coordinating teams is good.
We were informed that monthly update reports were
currently being supplied keeping the Leads up to date on
the process. We also were informed that Leads would
inform one another of any reasons as to why a
Collaborative audit intended to go ahead may no longer be
occurring.
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Ref

Findings
receiving reports, as reports are not
disseminated to other forces.
There is no formalised process
between Forces for updating in the
event of delays or providing updates
for an audit, with updates only
provided in internal audit progress
reports.

Action

However, were informed that it would be preferred if there
was a more standardised process in place for Joint Audit
Committee Chairs to meet. At present, the Cambridgeshire
Audit Committee Chair has attended one Bedfordshire JAC
meeting, however a formal process has not been agreed to
ensure that the three Audit Committees are working
together effectively, and this has been added to the
protocol below.
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HR - READINESS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
SYSTEM - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OF NEW

1.1 Background
An audit of preparedness for the new HR systems was undertaken as part of the approved collaborative internal audit
periodic plan for 2018/19.
In February 2014 Joint Chief Officers Board (JCOB) agreed all operational and transactional activities throughout
organisational support services should be delivered through a centralised 'virtual' shared service approach. It was
agreed there would be one way of doing things, and the same systems put in place as functions become collaborated
and move into a shared services model. This would maximise benefits to users and ensure a higher level of savings
were delivered.
As part of the Strategic Alliance objective to collaborate on organisational and operational support, it was agreed that
there was a necessity to implement a single IT system for Finance, HR, Learning & Development and Duties
Management. Not only would this assist with the collaboration of the Organisational Support Services, but also provide
a platform from which more efficient support services could be provided across the collaborated units. This decision
was made by JCOB in September 2014.
Following the sign off of the Project Outline Document (POD) in December 2014, the BCH HR and L&D project team
developed the Outline Business Case (OBC), which presented three options for an HR and L&D Target Operating
Model (TOM). 'Option 2' was approved by the Joint Alliance Summit in February 2015 as the best fit option to be
progressed to Full Business Case (FBC) development. The FBC presented the chosen TOM in more detail, with a
recommendation for approval by the Joint Alliance Summit on the 14 May 2015 for a phased implementation with the
full TOM implemented by April 2018.
The proposal to JCOB was that Hertfordshire HR & Payroll would land in November 2018, Bedfordshire in March
2019, and then Cambridgeshire in June 2019.This was all dependent on how the supplier was handling current issues
alongside a further financial discussion. JCOB also suggested that independent consultants looked at the commitment
of the current provider to be able to deliver the requirements. The HR programme had been defined into 8 projects.

1.2 Conclusion
The governance structure surrounding the implementation of the new systems was robust. However, some control
weaknesses were identified as part of our review. This resulted in five medium management actions covering,
business continuity, communication and engagement, benefits realisation and risk management.

Internal audit opinion:
Taking account of the issues identified, the board can take
reasonable assurance that the controls in place to manage
this area are suitably designed and consistently applied.
However, we have identified issues that need to be
addressed in order to ensure that the control framework is
effective in managing the identified area(s).
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1.3 Key findings
The key findings from this review are as follows:
Governance
Project managers weekly meetings
Through discussions with the Project Manager we were informed that weekly project meetings take place where the
project plan is discussed in depth to ascertain whether the project is on track and to decide on the areas that require
discussion at the ABLE ERP Programme Board. We were advised that these meetings were not formal, with no terms
of reference and no discussions recorded. These are not themselves decision meetings and not formal in the sense
that minutes are taken but do form part of the governance structure as set out in the original project initiation document
and aid the day to day operational activities of the project.
The meetings represent a point of contact for project managers between formal meetings and ensure that those formal
meetings are fully briefed on any decisions required. We noted from the project PID (Project Initiation Document) that
these had been described as part of the monitoring process and structure. We were informed that the meeting
provides an opportunity for those involved in the delivery of the project to voice concerns to be raised at Delivery
Boards and Programme Board.
Project Boards
We reviewed the terms of reference, minutes and papers for the HR IT Implementation and Understanding Demand
and Performance Project Board for one meeting in June 2018, and for the two meetings of the Digital Learning Project
Board for July and August 2018. For each Board we confirmed that their activities were consistent with the terms of
reference. The Boards consistently reviewed progress against timelines, risks and maintained action logs and
reviewed these with updates at each meeting.
Readiness Boards
From review of the papers, minutes and action logs of the Payroll Services Readiness, and the ABLE and HR IT
systems Business Readiness Boards for August and September 2018, we confirmed that each of these groups review
the progress towards 'go live'. This included: review of progress of each system and process within their remit;
updating and review of action logs; highlight report; risk and issues registers; communication; and training
ABLE ERP Programme Board
We reviewed ABLE Programme Board meeting notes and actions for months June, July and August 2018 and
confirmed that it was fulfilling its remit as per its terms of reference. We also noted that a full record of actions had
been retained and outstanding actions with regards to the implementation of the project was recorded with the
following details updated in each of the meetings:
•
•
•
•
•

Action owner;
Update;
Date update required;
Action or Note; and
RAG rating.

The Board reviewed the highlight reports which gave a summary update of the project milestones and their status.
The highlight reports include a rag status for the schedule, risks and resources.
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Papers reviewed included a summary version of the project plan which showed the key tasks and timescales
remaining through to 'go live'. Additional Highlight Reports, in the same format as the overall programme report
covered individual workstream including; HR, payroll, training, finance phase 2 and duties. The Board also received
reports covering progress on UAT (User Acceptance Testing), data migration and communications together with other
ad hoc reports from project leads.
Organisational Development Board
We obtained the HR highlight reports from April and July 2018 and noted that the reports were in a scorecard format
with the risks and issues RAG rated for the Boards review. We confirmed from the minutes January to July 2018 that
the Board reviewed in detail high risk areas and received assurances from senior project leads. There was also a
detailed review of the key points and where actions are agreed these are followed up at the next meeting.
Project Plan
Through review of the high-level implementation project plan we confirmed that the 'go live' date for Hertfordshire was
accurately reflected in the plan. We also noted that the 'go live' date for Bedfordshire Police was March 2019 and the
'go live' date for Cambridgeshire Police was in June 2019. From a review of the plan we confirmed that it was in
Microsoft Project format, recorded each task with start and completion dates and resources required.
The high-level implementation project plan is in the form of a GANTT chart which gave summary information from the
more detailed plan and was being used by the ABLE ERP Programme Board to monitor progress against the
completion of key tasks towards 'go live'. We noted that there was also a HR IT and digital learning programme plan.
This included key tasks and timelines monitored at a Project Board level and was in the same format as the high level
plan reviewed by the ABLE ERP Programme Board to facilitate monitoring.
Training
We confirmed that a training schedule and matrix exist. The matrix detail all the employees and job roles who required
training along with the elements of training each job role would require. We noted that there were nine training
modules and that the matrix highlighted which teams would need to receive each training module. The training
modules had been identified as taking place from October to November 2018 with appropriate classroom venues
booked out for the sessions. From the last training highlight report issued to the ABLE ERP Programme Board we
confirmed that:
•
•
•
•
•

Training requirements analysis complete, required modules identified;
Delegates identified by job role and training required;
Monitor feedback, attendance & room bookings set up;
Rooms booking (work in progress) maybe room availability issues;
Classroom training development (work in progress).

User Acceptance Testing
We confirmed that user acceptance testing progress was being reported to the ABLE ERP Programme Board and was
also monitored through the project plan. Through discussion with the Test & Data Migration Manager and review of
emails circulated in August 2018, we confirmed that the results of testing are circulated approximately weekly. We
noted that emails included information on successful testing, failures, issues raised and their progress.
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Data Migration
We confirmed that data migration is being monitored via the project plan and highlight reports to the ABLE ERP
Programme Board. We also confirmed targets had been set from review of the project plan and in discussion with the
Test and Data Migration Manager.
We identified the following weaknesses which have resulted in five medium priority management actions being
agreed:
Business Continuity
We noted that the PID did not outline the business continuity arrangements should there be a delay in implementation
of the project. We were informed by the Project Manager that business continuity arrangements plans were in place
for each project area. From review of the current business continuity plan we noted that it did not cover issues that
may arise during the implementation of the new systems and how any delays would be managed. We were advised
that iTrent would initially be used as a secondary system in case of any issues, with the current resource link system
used as the primary system. However, there is a risk that delays during the phased implementation could impact on
the payroll timetable if this impacts on the current payroll contractor for Hertfordshire. (Medium)
Communications and Engagement
We confirmed that a draft communications plan was in place, however, it was at an early stage of drafting. It includes
multiple review comments and had not been finalised. Subsequently, it was unclear which elements of the plan were
relevant. We noted that the plan included communication and engagement channels and a diagram showing a key
milestones plan. We confirmed that the PID outlined the importance of engagement and relationship management with
the key stakeholders and managing such relationships and communications. It also stated that the project would
manage these relationships and communications with the stakeholders via monthly programme and project boards,
governance boards as well as working groups and a series of workshops. There is a risk to achieving project
milestones if all those that need to be engaged with the project and not communicated with. (Medium)
Risk Management
We reviewed the ABLE ERP project RAID excel spread sheet following its update in July 2018. We confirmed:
•

There was a risk summary of risks actions and issues by workstream.

•

A summary of open discussions by group responsible

The risk register described each risk, owner, review date with updates on activities or actions and RAG rating as to the
level of risk. However, we noted that three risks had a review date that was due in 2017, all with the same owner, and
rated medium and medium/high. As there was also no recent action to manage these risks, there is a risk that they
will materialise. (Medium)
We noted that the HR Change risk register was in a similar format as the ABLE ERP risk register, although one of the
risks had not been updated since it was identified in April 2018. We also noted that risk registers were reviewed by the
Project Boards, however the one for the HR IT Implementation and Understanding Demand and Performance Project
Board was vague and was little more than a list of issues. If an appropriate risk register is not maintained for the
project, there is an increased likelihood of impacts to project delivery.
We confirmed that risks were being assessed, reviewed and monitored at each level of the project governance
structure except for the ABLE ERP Programme Board. As a result, although individual workstreams are reviewing their
own risks at programme level, there is no evidence other than within the highlight reports this is happening. This may
result in new programme risks not being captured. (Medium)
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Benefits Realisation
We confirmed that the business case benefits of the project had been outlined, and included a list of objectives,
descriptions and how they would be measured with timeliness. We note however that the timelines for the project
have moved since the business case was written in 2015. No evidence within the minutes of the governance bodies
meetings was found that this original outline has been further developed into a detailed plan or reviewed to ensure
after the elapsed time there has been no changes impacting on the original measures. As such, there is a risk that
benefits will not be accurately measured. (Medium)

1.4 Additional information to support our conclusion
The following table highlights the number and categories of management actions made. The detailed findings section
lists the specific actions agreed with management to implement.
Area

Control
design not
effective*
3

(18)

Non
Compliance
with controls*
8

(18)

Total

L
ow

Agreed actions
M di
e IUm

H' h
Ig

o

5

o

0

5

0

* Shows the number of controls not adequately designed or not complied with. The number in brackets represents the total number of controls

reviewed in this area.
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2 DETAILED FINDINGS
Categorisation of internal audit findings
Priority

Definition

Low

There is scope for enhancing control or improving efficiency and quality.

Medium

Timely management attention is necessary. This is an internal control risk management issue that could lead to: Financial losses which could affect the
effective function of a department, loss of controls or process being audited or possible regulatory scrutinylreputational damage, negative publicity in local
or regional media.

High

Immediate management attention is necessary. This is a serious internal control or risk management issue that may lead to: Substantial losses, violation
of corporate strategies, policies or values, regulatory scrutiny, reputational damage, negative publicity in national or international media or adverse
regulatory impact, such as loss of operating licences or material fines.

This report has been prepared by exception. Therefore, we have included in this section, only those areas of weakness in control or examples of lapses in control identified
from our testing and not the outcome of all internal audit testing undertaken.

1.

Business Continuity

No

n/a

The HR Business
Continuity Plan was
revised in September
2018.This set out the
critical functions and
responsibilities, with
required recovery time.
However, this is based on
current systems and does
not cover risks and issues
related to the new systems.

We noted that the project initiation
document (PID) did not outline the
business continuity arrangements
should there be a delay in
implementation of the project.
Through discussions with the Project
Manager we were informed that
business continuity arrangements
plans are in place for each area,
which we confirmed from review of
the current business continuity plan.

Medium

The PID will be updated
to reflect the governance
established through the
HR and Payroll Business
Readiness Boards and
risks to meeting the
phased implementation
dates will be reviewed at
these boards together
with contingency plans to
mitigate their impact.

Ongoing

Phil Wells,
James Hurley,
Niki Howard

However, this does not cover issues
that may arise during the
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implementation of the new systems
and any delays would be managed.
Although we were advised that
iTrent would initially be used as a
secondary system in case of any
issues, with the current resource link
system used as the primary system,
there is a risk that delays during the
phased implementation could impact
on the payroll timetable.

2.

Communications Plan

No

N/A

The Communications Plan
highlights key system
changes and when they
are planned to happen. It
includes key messages,
answering questions such
as 'what are the benefits' of
the new system and 'why
are we getting it'?

We confirmed that an early draft
communications plan had been
produced. It includes multiple review
comments and had not been
finalised. Subsequently, it was
unclear which elements of the plan
were relevant.

Medium

Communication plans will 1st November
be finalised for both
2018
Implementation and
Business Change, and
will be approved by the
appropriate Governance
Board.

Phil Wells, Gwen
Faulkner, Louise
Lloyd-Jones

We noted that the plan included
communication and engagement
channels and a diagram showing a
key milestones plan.

Key activities are aligned to
stakeholders to
communicate with,
including internal and
external stakeholders,
frequency of
communication, and
communication channels.

There is a risk to achieving project
milestones if all those that need to
be engaged with the project are not
communicated with.

However, the
communications plan has
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not been finalised and
remains in draft.
3.

Project Risks

Yes

No

We reviewed the ABLE ERP project
RAID excel spread sheet following
its update in July 2018. We
confirmed:

The ABLE ERP project
RAID records projects
risks, actions, issues and
decisions. Each

•

tab is updated on a regular
basis by risk owners.

•

Additional risk registers are
owned by the Project
Boards together with a HR
Change risk register which
includes ABLE ERP related
risks as they impact on HR
functions operationally.

•

There was a risk summary of
risks actions and issues by
workstream.
A summary of open discussions
by group responsible
Risk register which described
each risk, owner, review date
with updates on activities or
actions and rag rating as to the
level of risk.

We noted that three risks had a
review date that was due in 2017, all
with the same owner, and rated
medium and medium/high. As there
was also no recent action to manage
these risks, there is a risk that they
will materialise.

Medium

All risks and risk registers 1st November
will be reviewed to
2018
ensure that the
assessment is up to date
and appropriate, and
mitigating actions are
taking place.

Gwen Faulkner,
Richard
Andrews. Sarah
Dennett

The review will also
ensure follow a standard
format of the register is
used.

Medium

The ABLE ERP project
1st November
RAID will be reviewed by 2018
the Programme Board to
ensure all known risks
have been captured and
being managed.

Gwen Faulkner,
Richard
Andrews. Sarah
Dennett

The HR Change risk register was in
a similar format as the ABLE ERP
risk register, although one of the
risks had not been updated since it
was identified in April 2018.
We also noted that risk registers
were reviewed by the Project
Boards, however the one for the HR
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IT Implementation and
Understanding Demand and
Performance Project Board was
vague and was little more than a list
of issues.
If an appropriate risk register is not
maintained for the project, there is
an increased likelihood of impacts to
project delivery.
We confirmed that risks were being
assessed, reviewed and monitored
at each level of the project
governance structure except for the
ABLE ERP Programme Board, as a
result although individual
workstreams are reviewing their own
risks at Programme level, there is no
evidence other than within the
highlight reports this is happening.
This could result in new programme
risks not being captured and
managed.

4.

Benefits Realisation

Yes

No

A Benefits Realisation Plan
was designed as part of
the original business case
with milestones based on
the original implementation
date.

Bedfordshire,

We confirmed that as part of the
Medium
business case, benefits of the
project had been outlined. This
included a list of objectives,
descriptions and how they would be
measured with timeliness. However,
the timelines for the project have
moved since the business case was
written. No evidence exists within
the minutes of the governance
bodies meetings to demonstrate that

Cambridgeshire

and Hertfordshire

The benefits realisation
plan will be reviewed to
ensure the original
objectives, benefits and
measures are relevant
with timelines that fit with
the revised phased
implementation dates.

Police and Crime Commissioners

Ongoing
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original benefits outlined have been
further developed or reviewed to
ensure there has been no changes
impacting on the original measures.
There is a risk that benefits will not
be accurately measured.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
Daniel Harris, Head of Internal
Audit
daniel.harris@rsmuk.com
Tel: 07792 948767

Suzanne Rowlett, Senior Manager
suzanne.rowlett@rsmuk.com

Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire

and Cambridgeshire

Constabulary
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